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How does it work?
U-CoA.com is a single independent platform for the creation,inventory, standardization, storage,
management and exchange of Universal Certificate of Authenticity (UCoA) for goods.

[Sign up]
It will create two distinct accounts:
Collection : for your personal goods who already exist.
Creations : for your creations if you are a creator such artist ,designer…

[Create UCoA]
1-Choose your account

2-Choose a category and a subcategory

For certain subcategory you can create single or multiple UCoA (creator account only).

If you have the required authorization the UCoA created will received the status Self-Verified
automatically. You will need a proof of authenticity if it’s created from your collection account.

3-Fill the rest of the form.
Only the filled field will appear in the UCoA.

4-Create your UCoA
Once your UCoA is created it will appear in the account you used to created it.
You will be able to add private informations that will always stay yours.
As the original’s creator of a UCoA you will be able to
-edit your UCoA and to modified it.
-transfer your UCoA to another account.
-make your UCoA accessible on the Free Market and all your UCoA on the free market will be visible
on My free market.
-make it accessible on a public page accessible without be log in and all your UCoA on your public
page will be visible on your My public page.

.

[Free Market]
Where you can sell or exchange your creations or goods directly.

[My…]
My collection: inventory of your UCoA for your goods who already exist.
My creations: inventory of your UCoA for your creations if you are a creator such artist ,designer…
My free market: where all your UCoA placed on the free market will be visible.
My public page: it’s a page that people can have access without be log in or register. You will get
there a link that you can share directly or use in your own website .
All your UCoA placed on your public page will be visible there.
[
] Transfer your UCoA
From one account to another or to another user’s account.
1-Choose the account of the UCoA you want to transfer
2-Choose the account where you want to transfer your UCoA
3-Initiate your transfer
4-Confirm your transfer

Receiving a UCoA
You will be alert by a red dot on the transfer icon
Accept or decline the transfer

[

] Where you can verify a UCoA number

Specificity of different types of UCoA , 12 march 20202
1- UCoA Verified:

S

A) Status : SELF-VERIFIED
Certificates produced by creators of original goods such as artists, commercial galleries, luxury
industries and others or by a owner who have a proof of authenticity.
Everyone has to certify that they have the required authorizations to create this self-certified UCoA
Each person or entity that will create a certificate take full legal and financial responsibility for this
expertise.
2- UCoA Not-verified:
These are UCoA’s that users created and are not Self-verified.
You can anyway edit and transfer a Not-verified UCoA.

Other statutes are being created in the near future:
a) Verified by destination VERIFIED
Goods that already exist and have been verified by an institution that guarantees them from a legal
and financial point of view, such as French auction houses and experts, luxury brands etc.
This mean we will verified the documents that you register as proof of authenticity and validate
them.
b) Verified by us VERIFIED
For goods that have already been produced and need to be verified on a case by case basis.
We will offer a verification service that validates the authenticity of your goods.
In this cases we guarantee authenticity and storage of this data over time.
2- UCoA Not-verified:
These are UCoA’s that users create and are not Self-verified, Verified by destination or Verified by us.
In this cases we do not guarantee authenticity nor storage of this data over time.
You can anyway edit and transfer a Not-verified UCoA.

